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ABSTRACT

(57)

An apparatus for applying metered fluid such as sizing to an
advancing individual yarn in a uniform manner. An elongated member includes at least one slot for receiving the
advancing yarn and to bring the advancing yarn into contact
with the metered fluid. The slot is defined by a width, a
height and a length for affecting the distribution of the fluid
on the advancing yarn. The length of the slot is dependent on
the speed of the advancing yarn. The advancing yarn has a
predetermined residence time in the slot as a function of the
length of the slot and the speeding of the advancing yarn in
the slot.
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APPARATUS FOR SINGLE-END SLASHING

This improved apparatus includes an optimally configured
slot to facilitate the uniform application of sizing to individual yarns advancing at high speed.
Generally described, the present invention includes a slot
applicator having at least one slot for receiving an individual
yarn. Fluid is metered into the slot as the yarn advances
through the slot. The slot has an extended length dimensioned for affecting the distribution of the fluid on the
advancing yarn. In particular, the length of the slot is
dependent on the speed of the advancing yarn. The length
creates additional contact between the advancing yarn and
the metered fluid.
According to one aspect of the present invention, the
advancing yarn has a predetermined residence time in the
slot. The required residence time is a function of yarn
construction, fiber type, fluid properties and yarn speed.
The foregoing has broadly outlined some of the more
pertinent aspects and features of the present invention. These
should be construed to be merely illustrative of some of the
more prominent features and applications of the invention.
Other beneficial results can be obtained by applying the
disclosed information in a different manner or by modifying
the disclosed embodiments. Accordingly, other aspects and
a more comprehensive understanding of the invention may
be obtained by referring to the detailed description of the
exemplary embodiments taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in addition to the scope of the
invention defined by the claims.

RELATED APPLICATION
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional
Application having Ser. No. 60/323,283, entitled "Apparatus
for Single-End Slashing" and filed Sep. 19, 2001.
TECHNICAL FIELD
The present invention relates to the manufacture of yarn
and, more particularly, relates to the coating or dyeing of
yarn traveling at high speed.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
The process of weaving yarn into fabrics often damages
the yarns. To prevent damage, a protective coating is typically applied to the surface of the yarn prior to weaving. This 15
protective coating is typically applied as a liquid solution
called size or sizing. The application of size is commonly
referred to as slashing. However, the application of sizing is
time consuming which results in significant delays in the
manufacture of yarns suitable for weaving.
20
In known methods of applying sizing, a sheet of closely
spaced yarns are slashed by passing the sheet of yarns
through an aqueous solution of sizing. Typically, the sheet of
yarn has a residence time of 0.25 seconds, or greater, in the
solution. The sheet of yarns is then squeezed by high 25
pressure rollers that drive the sizing into the sheet of yarns.
However, the sizing is often not distributed uniformly over
each yarn.
Next, the sheet of yarns is dried by passing it over a heated
drum which produces a solid sheet of yarns held together by 30
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
the dried sizing. The yarns of the sheet are then separated by
passing them over and under lease rods. Separating the yarns
FIG. 1 illustrates a perspective view of one embodiment
in this manner, however, causes damage to the yarns. Fibers
of the slot applicator of the present invention defined by a
are often broken and left protruding from the surface of the
length L, height h and width w.
yarn as a result of this separation process. This creates a 35
FIG. 2 illustrates an end view of the slot applicator
hairy yarn which is undesirable. If the yarns did not need to
depicted in FIG. 1.
be separated after sizing, this damage would not occur.
FIG. 3 illustrates a front view of the slot applicator of FIG.
There are techniques known for applying treatments such
1.
as chemical coatings or dyes to individual yarns. These
FIG. 4 illustrates a top view of one embodiment of an
known techniques apply the treatments by passing each 40
applicator having a bank of slots of FIG. 1.
yarn, traveling at low speed, through an opening such as an
FIG. 5 is an end view of the slot applicator of FIG. 4.
eyelet or slot having sides configured for applying the
FIG. 6 illustrates a front view of the slot applicator of FIG.
treatment and to prevent the yarn from jumping out.
4.
Typically, the process of making rows of yarn, referred to as
beams, run at speeds as high as approximately 1,000 yards 45
FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a slot
per minute. With traditional methods of slashing individual
applicator of FIG. 4 wherein each slot includes a pair of
yarns or sheets of yarn, however, the run speed has to be
inlets for passing fluids into the slot.
reduced to below 100 yards per minute. Moreover, the sizing
FIG. 8 illustrates a front view of the slot applicator of FIG.
is applied intermittently to the individual yarns and,
7.
50
therefore, is not applied in a uniform manner.
FIG. 9 illustrates another alternative embodiment wherein
Also, these known techniques attempt to achieve uniform
the slot applicator of FIG. 7 includes a channel across the
application by the manner in which the treatment is introplurality of slots.
duced to the yarn. None of these known techniques facilitate
FIG. 10 illustrates a front view of the slot applicator of
the application of the treatment in a substantially uniform
manner to yarn advancing at speeds above 100 yards per 55 FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 illustrates a front view of an alternative embodiminute.
ment of a circular slot applicator.
Therefore, there is a need for a new slashing method to
optimize the application of sizing when the yarns are
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
advanced at high speed. This new slashing method applies
Referring
now
to the drawings in which like numerals
sizing to each yarn separately in a metered fashion for 60
indicate like elements throughout the several views, FIGS.
uniform application eliminating the separation process
1-3 depict an elongated member 10, referred to as slot
described above. The yarn is sized in a fast and cost effective
applicator 10, having a slot 12 for receiving advancing yarn
manner without the resulting yarns having a hairy surface.
and to bring the advancing yarn into contact with a fluid
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65 being metered into the slot 12. The applicator 10 is preferably made of aluminum, Delrin®, or stainless steel. The slot
The present invention solves the above-identified problem
12 is configured to receive an individual thread line of yarn.
by providing an improved apparatus for single-end slashing.
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However, multiple slots can be used to size multiple individual yarns simultaneously.
As explained above, known slasher processes operate at
reduced speeds of less then approximately 100 yards per
minute which results in a significant delay in the process of
weaving yarn. However, the slot 12 of the present invention
is configured to permit uniform application of the metered
fluid to the yarn advancing at speeds below 100 yards per
minute as well as speeds up to and greater than 1,000 yards
per minute. Commercial machines, called warpers, wind up
sheets of yarn at speeds up to about 1,000 yards per minute.
Thus, the slot applicator 10 could be operated at speeds up
to 1,000 yards per minute with warpers winding up the sized
yarn. Therefore, the process of weaving yarn from slashed
yarn can be accelerated because the delay due to application
of sizing has been eliminated.
As best shown in FIG. 1, the slot 12 of the planar
applicator 10 has a width w, a height h and a length L for
affecting the distribution of fluid on the advancing yarn. The
fluid, for example, can be either a sizing solution or a dye
solution. Preferably, the height his preferably approximately
114 inches. Otherwise, the height h of the slot 12 must be
sufficient to prevent loss of the fluid from the open side of
the slot 12. The width w should be sufficiently large so as to
not pinch the yarn and cause abrasion, but small enough so
that the fluid is substantially continuously in contact with the
advancing yarn to provide uniform coverage. More
particularly, the width w is determined from a ratio of the
slot width w to yarn diameter. Preferably, the ratio of slot
width w to yarn diameter ranges from 1.1 to 10. However,
the optimum ratio ranges from 1.2 to 5.0.
The length L of the slot 12 of the present invention
depends on the speed of the advancing yarn, yarn
construction, fiber type, and fluid properties such as viscosity and surface tension. As the speed of the advancing yarn
increases and/or viscosity of the fluid increases, longer slots
are needed. If the length of slot 12 is too short, fluid coverage
on the advancing yarn is diminished and sizing may flow
from the exit of slot 12 without covering the surface of the
advancing yarn.
Preferably, the length L of the slot 12 is long enough to
provide at least a 0.03 second residence time of the advancing yarn in the slot 12. Preferably, at ambient temperature,
a longer residence time of 0.08 seconds is recommended
when a sizing solution having a viscosity of approximately
25 centipoise ( cP) is utilized to size yarn of 10' s cotton count
(10 hanks in each pound of yarn) at a process speed of
approximately 500 yards per minute. In this example, using
the formula x=vt, wherein x is the length L, v is the speed
of the advancing yarn, in this case 500 yards per minute, and
t is the residence time of 0.08 seconds, the slot 12 should
have a length L of at least approximately 24 inches in order
to provide the 0.08 second residence time.
The approximate coverage of sizing as a result of utilizing
a slot 12 with varying dimensions is shown in the Table
below. For the examples in the Table below, with yarn
advancing at between 100 to 500 yards per minute, the
preferred length L of the slot 12 is about 24 inches which
results in coverage of approximately 90--95%. However,
slower rates of advancing yarn result in longer residence
times.

Slot dimensions

5

Height
(inch)
0.25

10

Length
(inch)

Width
(inch)

Approx. Coverage

9

0.031
0.047
0.063
0.031
0.047
0.063
0.031
0.047
0.063
0.020
0.031
0.047
0.063

75
70
70
75
70
65
95
80
70
95
95
90
95

12

18

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

24

(%)

However, the length L of the slot 12 is variable. For
example, with a sizing solution having a viscosity of
approximately 23 cP and cotton yarn having a cotton count
of lO's, the slot 12 can preferably have a length as small as
approximately 2 inches. In such case, however, the yarn may
only be advanced at a speed of approximately 10 to 20 yards
per minute to obtain coverage of 90-95%. Moreover, if
different yarn and size solution is used, the preferred speed
of the advancing yarn would be different. Also, as viscosity
is reduced, the length L of the slot 12 can be reduced.
For highly viscous fluids, on the other hand, the slot 12
can have a length Las large as approximately 48 inches. A
longer slot is required when advancing the yarn at speeds
approaching the speed at which warpers operate commercially. For example, with a sizing solution having a viscosity
of approximately 25 cP and the cotton yarn having a cotton
count of lO's, the slot 12 can preferably have a length of
approximately 48 inches while advancing the yarn at a speed
of approximately 800 yards per minute. However, if different yarn and size solution is used, the speed of the advancing
yarn would be different.
The fluid is metered into the bottom of the slot 12, along
the length L, through a passageway 20 from a continuous
supply of fluid. As best shown in FIG. 1, the beginning of the
length L of the slot 12 is determined from the junction of the
passageway 20 and slot 12. The length L then extends to the
opposite, end of the slot 12 where the advancing yarn exits
the slot applicator 10. Several fluids can be metered into a
single slot 12 as described in greater detail below. The fluid
may be solutions, sizing, dye, finishes, prewetting water/
solutions, or chemical treatments.
FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate a slot applicator 30 which is a
bank of slots 12 for applying fluid to a sheet of individual
yarns. Each slot 12 of the slot applicator 30 corresponds to
an individual thread line of yarn and is separated by a divider
32 of the slot applicator 30. The bottom of each slot 12
includes a passageway 20 for providing the metered fluid. As
best shown in FIG. 4, the passages 20 of adjacent slots 12 are
offset from one another along the length L. Preferably, every
fourth passageway corresponds with each other.
In an alternative embodiment, as shown in FIGS. 7 and 8,
a slot applicator 38 which also includes a bank of slots 12,
includes a plurality of passageways 40 in addition to passageways 20. The slot applicator 38 is identical to slot
applicator 30 except for the addition of passageways 40.
Each slot 12 of the slot applicator 38 corresponds to an
individual thread line of yarn, but two different fluids may
be metered into each slot 12 via passageways 20 and 40,
respectively.
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The present invention has been illustrated in relation to
For example, prewetting the yarn allows sizing to be
picked up much easier and provides better sizing coverage.
particular embodiments which are intended in all respects to
The prewetting solution wets the yarn surface much faster
be illustrative rather than restrictive. Those skilled in the art
than the size solution, and the size solution will flow much
will recognize that the present invention is capable of many
faster over the wetted yarn surface. The prewetting solution 5 modifications and variations without departing from the
typically includes water and surfactant. Providing the
scope of the invention. Accordingly, the scope of the present
prewetting solution through the passageways 20 and the
invention is described by the claims appended hereto and
sizing through passageways 40 significantly improves yarn
supported by the foregoing.
coverage by the size solution. When utilizing the prewetting
What is claimed is:
solution from passageways 20 and sizing through passage10
1. An apparatus for uniformly applying a fluid to an
ways 40, the beginning of the length L is determined from
individual advancing yarn, said apparatus comprising a slot
each of the passageways 40 because the passageways 40 are
applicator having at least one slot for receiving the advancwhere the fluid, requiring uniform distribution, is metered
ing yarn and for bringing the advancing yarn into contact
into the slot 12. The distance between the openings of
with the fluid being metered into said slot, said slot having
passageway 20 and the passageway 40 along the length L of
a particular slot 12 can be varied to facilitate the uniform 15 opposed sides and having a width, a height, and a length for
affecting the distribution of the fluid onto the advancing
application of fluid on the thread line. Although the Figures
yarn, said width being a distance between said opposed sides
of the present invention depict only the passageways 20 and
allowing for the passage of the advancing yarn between said
40, the slot applicators of the present invention can include
opposed sides of said slot and to maintain the fluid retained
any number of passageways for metering in a corresponding
20 between said opposed sides in contact with the advancing
number of different desired fluids.
yarn passing therethrough, said length being greater than
A slot applicator 50 of the present invention, as shown in
said width, said length beginning at the location of introFIGS. 9 and 10, is identical to the slot applicator 38 except
for the inclusion of a channel 54. The channel 54 is oriented
duction of the fluid into said slot and extending to the end of
in a manner substantially perpendicular to the length L of the
said slot where the advancing yarn exits said slot applicator,
plurality of slots 12 of the slot applicator 50. The channel 54 25 and providing the advancing yarn a residence time in said
communicates with each slot 12 by removing a portion of
slot defined by said length of said slot divided by the speed
the dividers 32. Preferably, the channel 54 communicates
of the advancing yarn of at least about 0.03 seconds wherein
with the slots 12 between the passageway 20 and the
the yarn advancing through said slot advances at a rate of at
passageway 40 as shown in FIG. 9. The channel 54 is sized
least approximately 100 yards per minute.
to receive a squeezing or doctoring member of a material 30
2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the yarn advancing
such as a sponge 58 to be used to contact the advancing yarn
through said slot advances at a rate of at least 1,000 yards per
in the slots 12 of the slot applicator 50. Other materials such
minute.
as rubber, steel, glass rod, fabric and their equivalents, may
3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the advancing yarn
be substituted for the sponge. The sponge 58 may be lowered
has a residence time in said slot defined by said length of
into the channel 52 to contact the advancing yarn in the slots 35 said slot divided by the speed of the advancing yarn of
12. By contacting the advancing yarns in the slots 12,
between approximately 0.03 seconds and 0.2 seconds.
improved distribution of a fluid such as the prewetting
4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the advancing yarn
solution from the passageways 20 can be obtained. Pressure
has a residence time in said slot defined by said length of
may be applied by the sponge 58 to increase the amount of
said slot divided by the speed of the advancing yarn of
contact between the advancing yarns and the sponge 58.
40 approximately 0.08 seconds.
In the present invention, the slot 12 can be either planar
5. The apparatus of claim 1 having a ratio of said width
or arcuate. For example, as shown in FIG. 11, a circular
of said slot to a diameter of the advancing yarn in the range
member 80 may be used to define an arcuate slot 82. Around
of approximately 1.1 to 10.
slot applicator of approximately 4 inches in diameter would
6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein said ratio is preferhave an arcuate slot of approximately 3.14 inches. Fluid is 45 ably approximately 1.2 to 5.0.
metered into the slot 82 via passageways 84. With an arcuate
7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said length of said
slot, the tension in the yarn will hold the yarn in the bottom
slot is at least approximately 24 inches and the advancing
of the slot. The fluid is picked up by the yarn as it is pulled
yarn has a residence time in said slot of approximately 0.08
through the slot 82.
seconds while advancing at approximately 500 yards per
The use of the slot 12 as described above constitutes an 50 minute.
inventive method of the present invention in addition to the
8. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a plurality
slot 12 itself. In practicing the method of applying a metered
of said slots separated from one another and a channel
fluid to an advancing yarn, the steps include providing the
communicating with and substantially perpendicular to said
slot 12, as described above, having a length L defined by a
length of said slots, said channel for receiving means for
predetermined residence time of the advancing yarn in the 55 contacting the advancing yarn in said slots, whereby the
slot 12. The method of the present invention can include the
distribution of the fluid in said advancing yarn is improved.
step of varying the length L of the slot 12 to correspond with
9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said contacting
the speed of the advancing yarn to obtain the predetermined
means is a sponge.
residence time. The method then includes metering the fluid
10. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein pressure is applied
into the slot 12. Then, the yarn is advanced in the slot 12 60 by said contacting means to squeeze the advancing yarn in
along the length L such that the advancing yarn resides in the
said slot.
slot 12 for the predetermined amount of time.
11. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said slot is formed
from a hollow annular member the opposed sides of which
The method of the present invention can also include the
steps of metering a second fluid into the slot 12 as well as
are arena te.
12. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a first
contacting the advancing yarn in the slot 12 with a squeezing 65
member such as a sponge 58 oriented in a manner substanpassage for metering a first fluid to said slot and a second
tially transverse to the advancing yarn.
passage for metering a second fluid to said slot, said first
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passage displaced from said second passage along said
18 .. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said length is
sufficient to prevent the fluid from flowing out of an exit end
length of said slot.
of the slot.
13. The apparatus of claim 12 further comprising a
19. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the opposed sides of
channel communicating with and substantially perpendicular to said length of said slot, said channel for receiving 5 said slot are substantially parallel.
20. An apparatus for uniformly applying a fluid to an
means for contacting the advancing yarn in said slots, and
indi".'idual adv~ncing yarn, said apparatus comprising a slot
said channel positioned between said first passage and said
~pphcator havmg at least one slot for receiving the advancsecond passage.
m~ yarn an? for. bringing the advancing yarn into contact
14. The apparatus of claim 13 further including a conwith the flmd bemg metered into said slot, said slot having
tacting means for contacting the advancing yarn positioned 10
opposed sides and having a width, a height, and a length for
in association with said channel between said first passage
affecting the distribution of the fluid onto the advancing
and said second passage.
yarn, said width being a distance between said opposed sides
15. The apparatus of claim 14 wherein said first passage
allowing for the passage of the advancing yarn between said
serves to introduce a pre-wetting fluid, said contacting
opposed sides of said slot and to maintain the fluid retained
means serves to distribute the pre-wetting fluid on the 15
between s.aid opposed sides in contact with the advancing
advancing yarn and said second passage serves to introduce
yarn passmg therethrough, said length being greater than
the fluid.
said width, said length beginning at the location of intro16. The apparatus of claim 12 wherein the distance
duction of the fluid into said slot and extending to the end of
between said first and said second passages of said slot is
said slot where the advancing yarn exits said slot applicator,
varied to adjust the uniform application of said first and 20
and providing the advancing yarn a residence time in said
second fluids to the advancing yarn.
slot defined by said length of said slot divided by the speed
17. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said width is
of the advancing yarn of at least about 0.03 seconds, wherein
sufficiently large so as to not pinch the advancing yearn, but
said length of said slot ranges from approximately 2 inches
~mall enoug.h so that the fluid is substantially continuously
to approximately 48 inches.
m contact with the advancing yarn between said sides in said 25
slot.
* * * * *

